
OBJECTIVE

Dynamic and dedicated software engineer with over 
one year of Experience and proven track record in 
delivering Java/NodeJs-based development and a 
passion for creating reliable and efficient solutions. 
Looking for an opportunity to enhance my current 
skills and contribute the Business of the 
Organisation.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Technology
Presidency University
08/2018 – 07/2022 | BENGALURU, India

•CGPA-->7.81

SKILLS

Python | HTML | CSS | SQL | Java | Angular

Cloud Computing (GCP) | Git | JMETER

NodeJs

Software Development Tools:Visual Studio Code

PROJECTS

Online Admission System
•This is a full stack (group)project on Online Admission 
System.
•There are two actors in this project i.e.

•Admin
•User

•The technologies used in this project are as follows:
•Spring-Boot(Java)
•JPA Hibernate
•Bootstrap
•Angular
•HTML,CSS,JS,TS

•It is a web application where a user can register and 
apply for different Colleges/Universities.
•Postman is used for testing url(s) in the backend.
•MySQL is used to store the data. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Associate I Software Engineer
Capgemini Engineering
07/2022 – present

•Was involved in the Okta integration project  using Angular 
to enable the 2FA (MFA) for an existing application and 
ensure that the Authorization and Authentication was in 
place.
•Involved in the code refactoring and integration of Okta 
functionality with the previous application code.

•Performed Load Testing using JMETER to obtain 
performance metrics for Production Deployment.

•Performed enhancements to the Database as per Client 
requirement.

•Performed custom enhancements using SQL,JAVA to move 
the data from text file to Database and use it across the 
application to optimize the retrieval of results.

•Worked on GCP for the deployment and testing of code on 
GCE.

•Worked closely with the Client's application for Auditing 
the information using NodeJs and JAVA in BigQuery 
Platform.
•Attended calls and worked closely with the Client  to ensure 
that the module design and functionalities were as per the 
their requirements.

AWARDS

Google Cloud Digital Leader

ISTE HACKATHON

Divyansh Sharma
7051373005 divyanshsharma1121@gmail.com LinkedIn Github

https://presidencyuniversity.in/
https://github.com/divyanshsharma11/OnlineManager_Grp3
https://www.credential.net/15c4f262-b639-4d86-b2a9-729bae99cf83#gs.3fwt4l
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IBXMYJIMwM4-sD891EDMc0PCa2yuzdw/view?usp=sharing
tel:7051373005
mailto:divyanshsharma1121@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/divyansh-sharma1121/
https://github.com/divyanshsharma11

